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Specials	Section	
GHNO	|	5th	Grade	|	Week	7		

Due	Monday,	May	4,	2020	

This	assignment	may	be	submitted	on	Google	
Classroom	or	physically	turned	in	at	school.	

	

Student	Name:	____________________	Section:	__	
	

This	section	includes	the	Student	Instruction	Sheet	and	Student	Work	Pages	for	
Art,	Music,	and	P.E.	for	5th	grade.	Each	of	these	subjects	will	have	one	assignment	
per	week.	Each	lesson	should	take	20-25	minutes	and	can	be	done	anytime	during	
the	week.	To	make	these	additional	assignments	easier	to	adjust	to	(and	with	

families	with	multiple	students)	the	lessons	will	be	the	same	across	K-6.	The	idea	
is	that	a	family	with	more	than	one	student	can	all	do	PE,	Art,	or	Music	together	

because	the	project	is	the	same.	There	may	be	more	than	one	(optional)	
instructional	video	of	the	same	lesson	to	choose	from	based	on	K-2	abilities	or	3-6	
abilities.	All	assignments	will	be	graded	on	effort	and	how	well	they	followed	the	

directions.	



Specials Student Instruction Sheet 
 

W6 WEEKLY ASSIGNMENTS 5/4 - 5/8 

MUSIC 

(25 Minutes) 
 

MUSIC 
Goal/Objective:  The student will learn about ostinatos. 
Materials needed:  Teacher’s Notes,Ostinato Video, Ostinato Assignment Sheet 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (I) Read over the Teacher’s Notes several times 
❏ (I) Watch Mrs. Trujillo’s Ostinato Video for further explanation (optional) 
❏ (I) Sing the “Canoe Song” (“My paddle’s keen & bright, flashing with silver. 

Follow the wild goose flight.  Dip dip and swing!”) 
❏ (I) Create your own ostinato (recurring rhythm) and beat it while singing the 

“Canoe Song” 
❏ (I) Complete the Ostinato Assignment Sheet 
❏ (I) Don’t forget to use your best penmanship! 
❏ (I) Teach your family the “Canoe Song” and take turns creating ostinatos. 

OSTINATO ASSIGNMENT SHEET DUE MONDAY:  to Google Classroom or to School 
ART 

(25 Minutes) 
 

ART 
Goal/Objective: Scholars of all ages -- no age limit -- will venture outside for Nature 
Observations. 
Materials needed:  

● Pencil, 1 marker (black or other dark color) 
● Paper or sketchbook 
❏ Go outside and find a tree 

❏ Your tree’s branches should be easy to see; your tree should not have 
a ton of leaves on it, covering the branches. 

❏ Follow the step-by-step instructions on the following page or watch the 
teacher video. 

❏ For an additional, simple and fun activity about positive and negative space 
see the following page. 

DUE ON MONDAY 
LATIN SEE ASSIGNMENTS ON DAILY SIS SHEETS 

PE 
(25 Minutes) 

PE 
Goal/Objective: Student will perform a variety of exercises and activities to complete 
their weekly Bingo Sheets 
Materials needed: 

●  Bingo Sheet (included in packet) 
● Optional P.E. challenge videos brought to you by:  

Coach Corcoran 
Coach Walsh 
Coach Wilson 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/aaa13f3b4dc7c33a498b3f10532f5820 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏  (I) Complete any five 5 squares in a row. ( Diagonal, Horizontal, Vertical)  
❏ Leap in the air and yell BINGO! 

DUE ON MONDAY - Turn in Bingo Sheet digitally through Google classroom OR turn in to 
the school  
 

 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/2edcc640903ef491efa1c0e6d039716f
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/36b90634e3ffd49b56d33c87a9de7fa2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u5TsRY2Ky3ye1G1gAzFMwYh8thCyH58n/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d54f7fa402627372a61a6787af09437f
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c776982fd6612e256148385a61987d9e
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/aaa13f3b4dc7c33a498b3f10532f5820
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u5TsRY2Ky3ye1G1gAzFMwYh8thCyH58n/view?usp=sharing


Ostinato Teacher’s Notes 

May 4th – 8th  

W7 

 

• An ostinato is a recurring rhythm. 

• If you hear a pattern or repeating rhythm in the bass line of a song, you are 

hearing an ostinato.  Many composers use ostinatos in their compositions. 

The chant, “We will, we will rock you!” has an ostinato that we are all familiar 

with: 

Ostinato:  stomp, stomp, clap       stomp, stomp, clap    stomp, stomp, clap  stomp, stomp, clap 

• Try it for yourself; say the phrase and do the ostinato.  Get your family to 

do it with you a few times. 

• Now sing the “Canoe Song”.  (“My paddle’s keen & bright.  Flashing with 

silver. Follow the wild goose flight!  Dip, dip and swing.”)   

• Try different patterns (ostinatos).  Do some feel/sound better than others? 

• Play around with creating your own ostinato to the “Canoe Song”.  Don’t 

forget you can use clapping, stomping, slapping your legs, or even beating a 

pot.  You can also use a combination of them all. 

Have fun creating! 

 

 





 

Materials 

needed: 

Scissors 

Tape or glue 

Pencil 

2 index cards 

You can use one 

index card to draw 

straight lines on 

the other like this. I 

positioned my card 

about 2 fingers 

away from the 

edge on the left 

side, and 4 lines 

away from the 

bottom. 

You are making an “L” 

shape on both index 

cards using the same 

measurements. 

• You will cut along the lines 

you’ve drawn and you should 

end up with 2 “L” shaped 

pieces. 

• Glue or tape them to each 

other in the spots indicated. 

 

 

How to Make a Viewfinder 

 

 

 

 

  

1 2 

3

 

4 



INSTRUCTIONS: 

• Using your viewfinder, find a spot on the tree where different branches are visible and
you can see the space between them well (example below).

• Draw the branches using only contour lines (contour line drawing: a drawing where
you draw only the outline of an object, without any shading)

• Using your pencil, draw a line across your drawing (*** look at step-by-step pictures
***).

• Using your marker, follow the step-by-step instructions below:

1. Draw the tree using a CONTOUR LINE. DO NOT draw the leaves. DO NOT shade
anything in! Fight the urge!! :-)

2. Using a ruler or a straight edge (piece of paper, magazine, etc.), draw a straight line (it
can be vertical, horizontal, or diagonal) through your drawing. Like this:



 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

 
3. Now, you are going to color in ONLY your NEGATIVE SPACE on one side, like this: 
 

 
 

 
4. Now do the opposite on the other side: color in ONLY the POSITIVE SPACE. 
5. Finished product 
 

 

 

Picture used for reference 



SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY: Shadow Tracing to Find Negative and Positive Space in Trees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials: something hard to draw on (unless you have your sketchbook), pencil, eraser, 

marker, and sunlight!! (**optional: paintbrush, water) 

1. Go outside and find a shadow of a tree or a plant on the ground. 

2. Place your paper on a good and interesting part of the shadow. 

3. Begin tracing lightly with your pencil (only contour lines!!! No shading!). 

4. Once you have traced your shadow lightly with pencil, go over your pencil lines with 

marker. 

5. **Optional: Using a paintbrush and water, go over your marker lines and spread them 

outward, into the NEGATIVE SPACE (away from the shadow). 



Physical Education BINGO 

 
Student Name:  

1 minute 
planks  35 squats  25 burpees  5 minutes jump 

rope  Swim in a river 

Go the whole 
day using your 
non-dominant 
hand for things 
(brushing teeth, 
eating with a 
spoon, 
computer 
mouse, etc.) 

Try holding a 
cup of water 
with your arm 
outstretched 
in front of you 
for 2 minutes.  

Lie down 
outside and 
look at the sky 
(Don’t look at 
the sun!!) 5 
minutes 

15 Lunges 

 

 10 Bridge Lifts 
Lie on your back with 
your knees bent and 
feet flat on the floor, 

slightly apart. ... 
Slowly push through 

your heels, lifting your 
hips off the floor until 

your body forms a 
straight line from 

knees to shoulders. 

15 Squats  20 Knee Highs  Free 
Space 
 

 

Wall Sit for 30 
seconds  
5 times   

 

Balance on 
one foot for 10 
seconds then 

the other 

10 High Jumps 
  

Squat down low 
and jump up as 
high as you can 

go 

Crab walk 
down your 

hall and back 

20 Scissor 
Jumps 

Try a new fruit 
or veggie 

Lay on your 
back with legs 
together in the 

air and spell 
Go Griffins! 

Volley or 
bump a ball 
or balloon 

with a family 
member 

Race a family 
member 
across the 
yard by: 
galloping, 
skipping, and 
running. 

Play a game 
of leapfrog 
with a family 
member  

Play an 
indoor or 
outdoor 
game of 

hide-and-seek 

 Play a game 
of kickball 

*Complete 5 spaces for a BINGO and enter the date of completion.  
*Turn this page in ON MONDAY digitally through Google classroom OR turn in to the school. 
**Challenge:  See if you can make more than 1 BINGO!  



	
		

Daily	Work	
Section	

GHNO	|	5th	Grade	|	Week	7		
This	sections	includes:	

● Student	Instructions	Sheets	Monday	-	Thursday	
● Student	Work	Pages	for	Monday	-	Thursday	
● The	subjects	covered	in	this	section	are:	Spalding,	
Literature,	Grammar/Writing,	Math,	Science,	History,	and	
Latin.	

This	section	does	not	need	to	be	turned	in.	The	pages	in	this	
section	will	present	this	week’s	content	and	give	students	
opportunities	to	practice	new	skills.	A	student	who	diligently	
does	the	daily	work	will	find	the	Weekly	Graded	Review	very	
doable.	Students	will	be	allowed	and	ENCOURAGED	to	use	all	of	
the	daily	work	in	the	packet	to	answer	the	questions	in	the	
Weekly	Graded	Review.	



Daily Student Instruction Sheet - MONDAY 
 

MONDAY – 5/4/20 

ELA 

Spalding  
(20 Minutes) 
 
Literature  
(15 Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(20 Minutes) 
 
Reading  
(20+ minutes) 
 
 

Spalding 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will learn 6 new Spalding words 
● Student will syllabicate, finger spell, and mark rules 

Materials needed:  
● Sharpened pencil 
● Monday Spalding Student Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ Spalding work is PA. (There is also an optional Monday Spalding Video 

which a student can complete independently.) 
❏ Dictate the 5 words (one at a time) to your child 
❏ For each word do the following: 

❏ Say the word 
❏ Say the word in a sentence 
❏ Say the word again 

❏ Your child will do the following: 
❏ Repeat the word 
❏ Determine the base word (and affix, if applicable) 
❏ Show syllables with fists and sounds with fingers 
❏ Write in the Spalding notebook in syllables while saying it aloud 
❏ Write the markings and rules that apply 

❏ Together 
❏ Make the appropriate corrections before moving on to the next 

word 
❏ Remind students to: 

❏ Use their phonogram knowledge and spelling rules 
❏ Practice proper letter formation and to use their best handwriting 

❏ After finishing the list of 5 words, have your child fold his/her paper so the 
words do not show 

❏ Repeat the process 1 more time so each word has been practiced a total 
of 2 times. Students will syllabicate, write markings and the rules that 
apply for BOTH dictations. 

Literature 
Goal/Objective:  

● READ the Ch. 12 of Where the Red Fern Grows (p. 141-155) 
● ANNOTATE the main ideas and events of this chapter 

Materials needed:  
❏ Where the Red Fern Grows Ch. 12  
❏ Pencil 

 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/94444175101060b9c438f9b01950c58f
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x7rHNAgSCvWhENtAkW0IsvjcCCmBLgtP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x7rHNAgSCvWhENtAkW0IsvjcCCmBLgtP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x7rHNAgSCvWhENtAkW0IsvjcCCmBLgtP/view?usp=sharing


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - MONDAY 

❏ Bookmark  
❏ Ch. 12-14 Vocabulary and Unfamiliar Words Guide 
❏ Ch. 12 Annotation & Vocabulary Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ READ Ch. 12 (p. 141-155)  LOOKING for the following main ideas and 

events: (I) 
❏ Optional video:  Read along with Miss Franzmann LOOKING for the 

following main ideas and events:  
❏ Describe the character of Rubin Pritchard. 
❏ Describe the character of Rainie Pritchard. 
❏ What was the bet Billy made with the Pritchard boys? How much 

was it? 
❏ What would you title Chapter 12? 

❏ COMPLETE Ch. 12 Annotation Worksheet (I) 
❏ A Literature Key is available for you to check your progress. 

 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective: 

● Students will outline their poetic devices paragraph for their poetry 
project.  

Materials needed: 
❏ “Poetic Device Paragraph Outline” WKST 
❏ Notes on poetic devices via link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cgI191DHoumNIsi6nykJLsJhpWqkETLp/v
iew?usp=sharing  

❏ “The Village Blacksmith” poem via link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/
view?usp=sharing  

❏ Paragraph examples via link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kddxjCzASCuCJ9AxB9hNL48Okfwr79ld/v
iew?usp=sharing  

❏ Optional: “The Village Blacksmith” review video via link: 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/fbc2936e26c3e5ab84442cb71b946f26  

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ (I) Students will complete the “Poetic Device Paragraph” worksheet.  
❏ (I) Students have the option to refer to the notes on poetic devices. 
❏ (I)  Students have the option to refer to the paragraph examples.  
❏ (I) Students have the option to watch “The Village Blacksmith” review 

video. 
*Students should keep their outline to use for tomorrow's assignment.  

Reading Log 
❏ Read for at least 20 minutes and record in the reading log. 

❏ In the printed packet or the digital work packet located on the 
cover page of the Graded Review Section. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BE5MPczClxBRD17xGvNonIJN-mQyNriQ/view
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y_ZYJxdP0wTBTf3QM-JerXakyDmYl99t
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x7rHNAgSCvWhENtAkW0IsvjcCCmBLgtP/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c8d6de3d0f6cc088230aabd56363e5f3
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gWMen0rcwiNBgvs9xRZRgzp93g7iDsgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cgI191DHoumNIsi6nykJLsJhpWqkETLp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cgI191DHoumNIsi6nykJLsJhpWqkETLp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kddxjCzASCuCJ9AxB9hNL48Okfwr79ld/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kddxjCzASCuCJ9AxB9hNL48Okfwr79ld/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/fbc2936e26c3e5ab84442cb71b946f26


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - MONDAY 

❏ On Google classroom, the reading log is posted on the Monday 
assignment so that it can be filled out throughout the week. Please 
turn it in with the Graded Review. 

MATH 

(25 Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: 
Today we are starting our second geometry unit and our final unit in math. It will 
cover types of angles, estimating angles, and solving for unknown angles. 
Solving for unknown angles will also allow us to reinforce what we have learned 
about solving for unknowns. 
 
Your students have already learned about right, acute, and obtuse angles.  
 

● Review obtuse, acute, and right angles. 
● Define “reflex angle” 
● Identify 360 , 270 , 180 , 90 , and 0  angles° ° ° ° °  

Materials needed: 
Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N Practice Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?u
sp=sharing  
Cheese by Degrees video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/af16d52e5c820aac5075c296dfba9bbd  
Math Teaching Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/b6dc2aa0a054881bd651fd04b8a7d04b  
W7 Math Answer Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?u
sp=sharing  
Optional Math Check Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/46c7e4aa4083411636ec35ca28325c37  
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (PA)  Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N 

❏ Two minute practice: Set a timer for two minutes. For the two 
minutes the student goes around the edge of the worksheet saying 
the problem and the answer out loud to their parent. If they get a 
problem wrong, they must say the correct answer three times and 
then go back three problems and begin again. Check student 
responses using the practice key. 

❏ One minute test: Set a timer for one minute. The one minute test is 
taken inside the box. The student should complete as many 
problems as possible during that minute. Please circle the last 
completed problem in pen.  

❏ Read notes on “Degrees and the Most Famous Angles in the World.” 
Today’s notes are in the printed packet and posted in the Monday 
assignment for Google Classroom. 
❏ Complete check points and check answers with the key. 
❏ Optional: Watch the “Degrees and the Most Famous Angles in the 

World” video with notes in hand and complete check points. Check 
answers with the key. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/af16d52e5c820aac5075c296dfba9bbd
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/b6dc2aa0a054881bd651fd04b8a7d04b
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/46c7e4aa4083411636ec35ca28325c37
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/b6dc2aa0a054881bd651fd04b8a7d04b
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/b6dc2aa0a054881bd651fd04b8a7d04b
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - MONDAY 

❏ Complete the independent practice. 
❏ Check answers with the key. 
❏ For additional assistance with the independent practice, please 

watch Mrs. Cramer’s check video. 
❏ Optional Extension Activity: If you go to this link, students can move a 

line to create angles of all sizes and see how they are labeled as acute, 
obtuse, or reflex angles. 

❏ Optional Extension video: Cheese by Degrees - World Famous Angles 
introduced with sliced cheese! 

SCIENCE 

(25 Minutes) 
 

Science 
Goal/Objective:  Students will learn to compare and contrast complete and 
incomplete metamorphosis. 
Materials needed: 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Read article on insect structures and growth. Watch with optional read 

along video.  
❏ Complete questions 1-6 on the student work page. 

❏ Read article comparing types of metamorphosis. 
❏ Complete venn diagram 

❏ Check answers with the key. 
❏ Optional Video: The Weird and Wonderful Metamorphosis of the Butterfly 

 
LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 
 

Latin 
Goal/Objective : 1) Begin translating “Fēlīx et fūr”; 2) begin learning Q4U3 
vocabulary 
Materials needed : (1) “W7 Monday Translation” worksheet; (2) “W7 Translation 
Answer Key”; (3) pencil; (4) red pen/pencil; (5) Q4U3 Vocabulary flashcards 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent):  
❏ (I) Make the Q4U3 Vocabulary flashcards 

❏ Fold on the dotted vertical line 
❏ Cut along the solid horizontal lines 
❏ Glue blank backs together 
❏ KEEP THESE CARDS (do not turn them in) 
❏ You can practice on Quizlet 

❏ (I) Complete “W7 Monday Translation” worksheet 
❏ (I) Check your work, making corrections in red ink or pencil, using either: 

❏ “W7 Translation Answer Key”, or … 
❏ W7 Monday Guided Translation video 

❏ (I) Optional: Watch “The Pontifex Song” video and sing along. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/46c7e4aa4083411636ec35ca28325c37
https://www.mathopenref.com/angle.html
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/af16d52e5c820aac5075c296dfba9bbd
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YduD-G2Hd6G59kehAswhyiStF6xHiPj5/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/a6b78a95a9c497bf864b57c1d0dc2573
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/a6b78a95a9c497bf864b57c1d0dc2573
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yYPL1KZvhQwrvl8jp_HeVp-v5RYKdlJx/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-TtVwUEr9v6bO1-5qKIZiEHHjRaXqO6bPUNONfNx6DQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.voicetube.com/videos/72879
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y2ZtGgx33N8rElakyliMk5k9ou9BR1dl
https://quizlet.com/_87uu5y?x=1jqt&i=25j8cs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kUyNjj0bf8tb9FfHf_96P2nCylwfS_-f
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IeWiYrHPGNeI5Tje_kYUzWYX80XQPFZe
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/806ffcdc0ba1aa40bc91f45df419a592
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/aed7e8b0ae1e630b0f745fdfaf8919ef






	
	

Where the Red Fern Grows  Name:____________________________ # _______  
Chapter 12 Date: _______ 
Annotation Worksheet  

 
 
 
 
 
SHORT ANSWER DIRECTIONS:   
 A. In your book, mark with a star       and underline the text that answers the questions below.  
 B. Write the page number in	the space provided. 
 C. In your own words, write the answer to the question. 

 

 

1. Describe the character of Rubin Pritchard. (Think W.A.L.T.O.)  #______ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

2. Describe the character of Rainie Pritchard. (Think W.A.L.T.O.)     #______ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

3. What was the bet Billy made with the Prichard boys? How much was it?  # ________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

	
4. What would you title Chapter 12?  

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

	



Name:_____________________________  Date:_______________ 

 

Poetry Project 

You will write one paragraph on “The Village Blacksmith” for your poetry project. The paragraph will 

focus on choosing two poetic devices from the poem and explaining how they inform the meaning of the 

poem.  

 

Directions: First, read through “The Village Blacksmith”. Then, fill out the outline below in complete, 

cursive sentences. You might want to refer to your poetic device’s annotations from last week that you 

discovered in the poem. 

 

Poetic Devices Paragraph Outline: 

1. Topic Sentence [what poetic devices the poem has and how they inform the meaning of the 

poem] 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Name the first poetic device the poem uses and write the definition.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Copy a quote that demonstrates the poetic device and explain how the device informs the 

meaning of the poem 

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Name a second poetic device the poem uses and write the definition.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Name:_____________________________  Date:_______________ 

 

5. Copy a quote that demonstrates the poetic device and explain how the device informs the 

meaning of the poem 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Conclusion. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Checklist: 

 I wrote in complete, cursive sentences. 

 I checked my capitalization and punctuation for each sentence. 

 I have a clear topic sentence that lists the poetic devices I will talk about and says why they are 

important. 

 I have clearly defined two poetic devices in my outline 

 I have clearly discussed the two poetic devices in my outline. 

 



Name

10s, 11s, 12s Multiplication 

             Set N

3

11x

10

8x

1

2x

6

10x

10

10x

11

6x

11

11x

10

3x

5

10x

8

11x

12

10x

5

12x

11

4x

2

10x

12

9x

3

11x

12

9x

7

10x

3

10x

9

10x

4

10x

11

2x

8

10x

10

12x

1

10x

10

9x

10

4x

12

1x

12

11x

10

7x

12

10x

11

12x

10

12x

6

11x

10

1x

10

6x

9

11x

12

10x

12

5x

5

11x

11

9x

11

5x

11

7x

11

10x

10

11x

5

2x

5

11x

10

3x

12

5x

1

11x

4

11x

11

8x

10

12x

2

11x

11

1x

9

2x

CompletedGoal

12

5x

5

12x

10

1x

9

12x

12

5x

12

1x

11

12x

12

5x

10

12x

9

12x

12

12x

12

5x

12

11x

5

10x

12

12x

11

8x

1

12x

12

10x

9

12x

12

9x

x

12

1 x

5

12

11

12x

10

3x

7

11x

12

10x

10

6xx

12

9

4

11x

5

12x

10

12x

12

12x

5

12x

12

9x

10

12x

1

12x

12

11x

12

9x

(c) Rocket Math      Permission to copy granted to Katie Franzmann until September 11th, 2020



Monday, Math 

Monday Math Notes, “Degrees of Turning and the Most Famous Angles in the World!” 
 
Good morning, fifth grade griffins! Today is the fourth day of the fifth month of the two thousand 
twentieth Year of Our Lord, or, if you prefer, the Common Era, or, if you prefer Latin, anno 
domini. It is also the one hundred twenty-fifth day of the year. 
 
Today is also the day that we begin our unit on angles! 
 
An angle is a shape made by two lines or rays that meet at a common point called the vertex. 
 

 
 
Before we talk about measuring angles, let’s talk about how we can name them. 
 

 
This angle has three labeled points on it: point A, point B, and point C. Find them in the picture. 
Those points will help us name this angle. 
 
Lines can be named after any two points on the line. This angle is made of two lines, line AB at 
the top and line BC at the bottom.  
 
Line AB and Line BC meet at point B. Point B is the vertex of this angle. 
 
When we name an angle, we often use the symbol ∠ to mean “angle.”  We also usually use 
three points: one point from each line and the point on the vertex. The vertex goes in the middle 
of the name. So this angle can be called ∠ABC or ∠CBA. The order of the A and the C does 
not matter, but B has to go in middle because it is the vertex of this angle. Sometimes, people 
name angles with only the point on the vertex, like ∠b, but that can be confusing in some cases. 
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Check Point #1! - Name that Angle! 
 
Name the following three angles using all three letters. Then check your answers with the key. 
 

  
 

a) ∠ __________ b)    ∠ __________ c) ∠ ___________ 
 

Degrees of Turning and the Most Famous Angles in the World! 
 
Angles are measured by degrees. We can think of them as degrees of turning. The symbol for 
degrees is this little circle, . When you see that symbol, say the word, “degrees.” Let’s look at a°  
clock to imagine degrees of turning. Clock hands can make angles because each hand is a line 
and the point where the two hands meet in the middle of the clock is the vertex.  
 
Let’s imagine that the starting point of our turn is at 12 o’clock. Since this is our starting point, 
the clock hands have turned 0 so far.  Now imagine the clock turning to the 3 o’clock position.°  
Now the little hand of the clock has turned 90  from its starting point and it creates a 90  angle° °  
with the other hand. The 90  angle is probably the most famous angle of all and we also call it°  
the right angle. 
 

 
    12 o’clock, 0  turn°                  3 o’clock, 90  turn°  
 

Any angle that measures less than 90  is an acute angle. So 1 o’clock and 2 o’clock make°  
acute angles. If the short hand of the clock moves even one degree past the 3 o’clock mark, it 
will make an obtuse angle. An obtuse angle is any angle between 90 and 180 . So 4 o’clock° °  
and 5 o’clock will also make obtuse angles. But when we get to 180  we have an angle that°  
makes a straight line. So we call the 180  line, a straight angle. The 180  angle or the straight° °  



Monday, Math 

angle is not obtuse because it is not between  90 and 180 . The 180  angle is also special° ° °  
because is made of two right angles (or two 90  angle.)°  

       
Any angles smaller than this   Angles that are between straight angle, 180 °  
one are acute.   the 3 o’clock and 6 o’clock 

  are obtuse. 
 

         
Four acute angles Four obtuse angles 
 
Any angle between 180  and 360  is called a reflex angle. So 7 o’clock, 8 o’clock, 9 o’clock,° °  
10 o’clock, and 11 o’clock all make reflex angles. A reflex is an automatic reaction or response 
to something else. When you visit the doctor, he or she might tap you right under your knee cap 
with a small tool. When that happens, your leg kicks up automatically because the doctor 
tapped that spot on your knee. We call these angles “reflex angles” because any time you have 
an angle less than 180 degrees, there is automatically a reflex angle greater than 180 degrees 
on the other side of it. 
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The angle we see at 9 o’clock is also one of our world-famous angles. It is made of 3 right 
angles or 3 90 angles.  This is the 270  angle and it makes a ¾ turn. It is° 0 3 2709 °  ×  =  ° °  
also one of the reflex angles because it is between 180 degrees and 360 degrees. 

  
 
When the short hand returns to the 12 o’clock position, it has made a complete or full 360  turn!°  
That’s why we say that a circle has 360 degrees in it. A 360 degree turn is made of 4 right 
angles! 
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Independent Practice 
 
The following angles are not exactly 90, 180, or 360 degrees. Please label them as acute, 
obtuse, or reflex angles.  
 
Tip: If an angle is very close to 90 , you can use the corner of an index card to see if it is acute°  
or obtuse. Line up one of the sides of the index card with one of the lines of the angle and slide 
the corner of the index card into the angle. If the index card complete covers the angle, then the 
angle is smaller than 90  so it’s acute. If the other line of the angle is still visible when you put°  
the index card in the corner, then the angle is greater than 90 , it is obtuse.°  

 
 

a) 
 

b) c) d) 

e) 
 

f) g) h) 

 



              Name:______________________                                                                 Date:_________________ 
 
Directions: Read the article on insect life changes and then answer the 
questions below.  
 

1. What is molting? Why do insects need to molt?________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 

2. Name 3 insects that go through complete  metamorphosis.  
 
___________________________________________________ 

 
3. What are their life cycle stages? 

 
a. ____________________________ 

 
b. ___________________________ 

 
c. ___________________________ 

 
d. ___________________________ 

 
4. Name 3 insects that go through incomplete metamorphosis._______________________________________ 

 
5. What are their life cycle stages? 

 
a. ________________________________________ 

 
b. ________________________________________ 

 
c. ________________________________________ 

 
6. Write complete or incomplete on the line below the picture based on what kind of metamorphosis it it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
___________________________________                    ____________________________________ 



7. Compare and contrast complete and incomplete metamorphosis in this venn diagram. Include 3 points under 
each and include the bolded words from the textbo 

 
 

  
 
 



administro

I look after (administer)

avarus

greedy (miserly, a miser)

facile
easily

fidelis

faithful

fur

thief



igitur

therefore

infans

baby (infant)

ingens

huge

neco

I kill

nihil

nothing



nisi

except, unless

numquam

never

nunc

now

olim

once (once upon a time)

parvus

little



post

after

rogo

I ask

servo

I guard

solus

alone

statim

at once



Name: _____________________ Section: _________ 

W7 Monday Translation 
“Fēlīx et fūr” 

Instructions 
Translate the following sentences from Cambridge Latin Course. Afterwards, check 
your work using the answer key or by watching today’s Guided Translation video. 

● Imperfect  (“was/were verbing”) endings are - bat and - bant. 
○ erat = “was” (imperfect of est ); erant  = “were” (imperfect of sunt ) 

● Perfect  (“verbed”) endings are -vit and -vērunt. 

Vocabulary 
post  - after 
rogō  - I ask 
cūr  - why 
nunc  – now 
lībertus - freedman 
ōlim - once, once upon a time 

tuus  - your 
tum  – then 
tōtus  - whole, entire 
rēs - thing, matter 
nārrō - I tell, I narrate 

Sentences 
1) post cēnam Quīntus rogāvit, 
 

 
2) "pater, cūr Fēlīx nunc est lībertus? 
 

 
3) "ōlim erat servus tuus." 
 

 
4) tum pater tōtam rem nārrāvit. 
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TUESDAY – 5/5/20 

ELA 

Spalding  
(20 Minutes) 
 
Literature  
(15 Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(20 Minutes) 
 
Reading  
(20+ minutes) 
 
 

Spalding 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will learn 5 new Spalding words 
● Student will syllabicate, finger spell, and mark rules 

Materials needed:  
● Sharpened pencil 
● Tuesday Spalding Student Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ Spalding work is PA. (There is also an optional Tuesday Spalding Video 

which a student can complete independently.)  
❏ Dictate the 5 words (one at a time) to your child 
❏ For each word do the following: 

❏ Say the word 
❏ Say the word in a sentence 
❏ Say the word again 

❏ Your child will do the following: 
❏ Repeat the word 
❏ Determine the base word (and affix, if applicable) 
❏ Show syllables with fists and sounds with fingers 
❏ Write in the Spalding notebook in syllables while saying it aloud 
❏ Write the markings and rules that apply 

❏ Together 
❏ Make the appropriate corrections before moving on to the next 

word 
❏ Remind students to: 

❏ Use their phonogram knowledge and spelling rules 
❏ Practice proper letter formation and to use their best handwriting 

❏ After finishing the list of 5 words, have your child fold his/her paper so the 
words do not show 

❏ Repeat the process 1 more time so each word has been practiced a total 
of 2 times. Students will syllabicate, write markings and the rules that 
apply for BOTH dictations. 

 
Literature 
Goal/Objective:  

● READ the first half of Ch. 13 of Where the Red Fern Grows (p. 156-166) 
● ANNOTATE the main ideas and events of this half of the chapter 

Materials needed:  
❏ Where the Red Fern Grows  Ch. 13  
❏ Pencil 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/a1f85e79eddc0cdc0cf973d06f26fc32
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBmcONFzFqufZxvRh41m3WtgP-5LnHNP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBmcONFzFqufZxvRh41m3WtgP-5LnHNP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBmcONFzFqufZxvRh41m3WtgP-5LnHNP/view?usp=sharing
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❏ Bookmark  
❏ Ch. 12-14 Vocabulary and Unfamiliar Words Guide 
❏ Ch. 13 Part 1 Annotation & Vocabulary Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ READ the first half of ch. 13 (p. 156-166)  LOOKING for the following main 

ideas and events: (I) 
❏ Optional video: Read along with Miss Franzmann LOOKING for the 

following main ideas and events:  
❏ Why does Billy give Rubin the two dollars? 
❏ Why doesn’t Billy want to kill the ghost coon? 
❏ Describe Old Blue? 
❏ COMPLETE Ch. 13 Part 1 Annotation Worksheet (I) 

❏ A Literature Key is available for you to check your progress. 
 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will create the rough draft of their paragraph on poetic devices.  
Materials needed: 
❏ Student’s paragraph outline from yesterday.  
❏ “Poetic Devices Rough Draft” WKST  

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ (PA) Students will use their outline from yesterday to complete the rough 

draft worksheet.  
          *Students will need to keep their rough draft for tomorrow’s assignment. 
 

Reading Log 
❏ Read for at least 20 minutes and record in the reading log. 

❏ In the printed packet or the digital work packet located on the 
cover page of the Graded Review Section. 

❏ On Google classroom, the reading log is posted on the Monday 
assignment so that it can be filled out throughout the week. Please 
turn it in with the Graded Review. 

MATH 

(25 Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: 

● Identify 60 , 45 , and 30  angles° ° °  
● Estimate angles using the angles we know 

Materials needed: 
Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N Practice Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?u
sp=sharing  
Optional Math Teaching Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0d7f2d07d20829cf6e7a7854fb513f69  
W7 Math Answer Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?u
sp=sharing  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BE5MPczClxBRD17xGvNonIJN-mQyNriQ/view
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y_ZYJxdP0wTBTf3QM-JerXakyDmYl99t
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBmcONFzFqufZxvRh41m3WtgP-5LnHNP/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0dd6ff436c2aea9e7b181847240e01de
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gWMen0rcwiNBgvs9xRZRgzp93g7iDsgx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0d7f2d07d20829cf6e7a7854fb513f69
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
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Optional Math Check Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/e8c8f8bcb80df7abbc1eb0f76f2b5449  
Extension Video - Angle Safari 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/286f5f373b852023fe363198904a4d70  
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (PA) Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N 

❏ Two minute practice: Set a timer for two minutes. For the two 
minutes the student goes around the edge of the worksheet saying 
the problem and the answer out loud to their parent. If they get a 
problem wrong, they must say the correct answer three times and 
then go back three problems and begin again. Check student 
responses using the practice key. 

❏ One minute test: Set a timer for one minute. The one minute test is 
taken inside the box. The student should complete as many 
problems as possible during that minute. Please circle the last 
completed problem in pen.  

❏ Read notes on “Estimating Angles.” Today’s notes are in the printed 
packet and posted in the Tuesday assignment for Google Classroom. 
❏ Complete check points and check answers with the key. 
❏ Optional: Watch the “Estimating Angles” video with notes in hand 

and complete check points. Check answers with the key. 
❏ Complete the independent practice. 

❏ Check answers with the key. 
❏ For additional assistance with the independent practice, please 

watch Mrs. Cramer’s check video. 
❏ Optional extension video: Estimating Angles Safari! 

SCIENCE 

(25 Minutes) 
 

Science 
Goal/Objective: Students will review and draw complete metamorphosis 
Materials needed: 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Review powerpoint on incomplete and complete metamorphosis  
❏ Label the 4 stages on the student work page in order and write definitions 

of each stage using the powerpoint. 
❏ Draw a picture of each stage. 
❏ Optional Extension video:  

A Butterfly’s Life: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVm5k99PnBk 
Hercules Beetle Transformation: 
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/news/00000163-4f88-d
2fa-a76b-cfbe22d20000 
 

LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 
 

Latin 
Goal/Objective: Continue translating “Fēlīx et fūr” 
Materials needed: (1) “W7 Tuesday Translation” worksheet; (2) “W7 
Translation Answer Key”; (3) pencil; (4) red pen/pencil 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent):  
❏ (I) Complete “W7 Tuesday Translation” worksheet 
❏ (I) Check your work, making corrections in red ink or pencil, using either: 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/e8c8f8bcb80df7abbc1eb0f76f2b5449
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/286f5f373b852023fe363198904a4d70
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0d7f2d07d20829cf6e7a7854fb513f69
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/e8c8f8bcb80df7abbc1eb0f76f2b5449
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/286f5f373b852023fe363198904a4d70
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RDubmsy8mgcKWSpNjWQfvxLoYqypkU4F/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVm5k99PnBk
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/news/00000163-4f88-d2fa-a76b-cfbe22d20000
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/news/00000163-4f88-d2fa-a76b-cfbe22d20000
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10T29t4T3d4fJe4xGTuaFGjloQR8NJAmQ
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❏ “W7 Translation Answer Key”, or … 
❏ W7 Tuesday Guided Translation video 

❏ (I) Optional: Watch “The Pontifex Song” video and sing along. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IeWiYrHPGNeI5Tje_kYUzWYX80XQPFZe
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/c189f820094e80dcc928d2ca33d3243f
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/aed7e8b0ae1e630b0f745fdfaf8919ef






	
	

Where the Red Fern Grows  Name:____________________________ # _______  
Chapter 13 Part 1 (p. 156-166) Date: _______ 
Annotation Worksheet  

 
 
 
 
 
SHORT ANSWER DIRECTIONS:   
 A. In your book, mark with a star       and underline the text that answers the questions below.  
 B. Write the page number in	the space provided. 
 C. In your own words, write the answer to the question. 

 

 

1. Why does Billy give Rubin the two dollars?  #______ 
	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	
 

 

2. Why doesn’t Billy want to kill the ghost coon?  #_________ 
	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

3. Describe Old Blue. #_________ 
 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

 



Name:______________________________  Date:______________ 

 

Poetry Project 

Poetic Devices Rough Draft 

Part I: Use yesterday’s outline to write your rough draft paragraph on the following lines. Make sure to 

indent the first line and to write in your best cursive. (4-6 sentences) 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Name:______________________________  Date:______________ 

 

Part II: Follow the guidelines on the checklist below to edit your paragraph. (It would be helpful to edit 

in a different color pen or pencil) Next, have a parent or guardian edit your paragraph using the parent 

checklist.  

Student Checklist: 

Revision Checklist Proofreading Checklist 

 Is the topic clear in your first sentence? 

 Does the paragraph give evidence to 

support the topic? Quotes? 

 Does the conclusion summarize the main 

idea? 

 Are there at least 4-6 sentences? 

 Does the paragraph discuss two examples 

of poetic devices in “The Village 

Blacksmith.”? 

 Do all sentences have a subject and a 

verb? 

 Does the subject agree with the verb in 

each sentence? 

 Do all sentences begin with a capital 

letter? 

 Do all sentences end with a period? 

 Do all sentences make sense? 

 Are adverbs and adjectives used? 

 Is the paragraph indented? 

 Are words spelled correctly? 

 Is the grammar correct? 

 Is the paragraph written in neat cursive? 

 

 

 

Parent Checklist: 

Revision Checklist Proofreading Checklist 

 Is the topic clear in the first sentence? 

 Does the paragraph give evidence to 

support the topic? Quotes? 

 Does the conclusion summarize the main 

idea? 

 Are there at least 4-6 sentences? 

 Does the paragraph discuss two examples 

of poetic devices in “The Village 

Blacksmith.”? 

 Do all sentences have a subject and a 

verb? 

 Does the subject agree with the verb in 

each sentence? 

 Do all sentences begin with a capital 

letter? 

 Do all sentences end with a period? 

 Do all sentences make sense? 

 Are adverbs and adjectives used? 

 Is the paragraph indented? 

 Are words spelled correctly? 

 Is the grammar correct? 

 Is the paragraph written in neat cursive? 

 

 



Name

10s, 11s, 12s Multiplication 

             Set N

3

11x

10

8x

1

2x

6

10x

10

10x

11

6x

11

11x

10

3x

5

10x

8

11x

12

10x

5

12x

11

4x

2

10x

12

9x

3

11x

12

9x

7

10x

3

10x

9

10x

4

10x

11

2x

8

10x

10

12x

1

10x

10

9x

10

4x

12

1x

12

11x

10

7x

12

10x

11

12x

10

12x

6

11x

10

1x

10

6x

9

11x

12

10x

12

5x

5

11x

11

9x

11

5x

11

7x

11

10x

10

11x

5

2x

5

11x

10

3x

12

5x

1

11x

4

11x

11

8x

10

12x

2

11x

11

1x

9

2x

CompletedGoal

12

5x

5

12x

10

1x

9

12x

12

5x

12

1x

11

12x

12

5x

10

12x

9

12x

12

12x

12

5x

12

11x

5

10x

12

12x

11

8x

1

12x

12

10x

9

12x

12

9x

x

12

1 x

5

12

11

12x

10

3x

7

11x

12

10x

10

6xx

12

9

4

11x

5

12x

10

12x

12

12x

5

12x

12

9x

10

12x

1

12x

12

11x

12

9x
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Tuesday Math Notes, “Estimating with Angles” 

Happy Tuesday, fifth grade griffins! Today is the sixth day of the fifth month of the two thousand 
twentieth Year of Our Lord, or, if you prefer, the Common Era, or if you prefer Latin, anno 
domini. It is also the one hundred twenty-seventh day of the year. 

Let’s do a little warm-up. 

1. How many degrees are in a full turn or a circle? _______________

2. Three of these types of angles are less than 180 degrees and one is more than 180
degrees. Please circle or highlight the three types that are less than 180 degrees.

A Right Angles 
B Obtuse Angles 
C Reflex Angles 
D Acute Angles 

3. How many degrees is a straight angle? ___________ 

Check your answers with the key! 

Estimating Angles 

We can use the MOST FAMOUS ANGLES IN THE WORLD to help us estimate the size of 
angles.  

If I see an angle that is smaller than a right angle, I know it is less than 90 degrees (it’s acute!). 
If I see an angle that is bigger than a right angle but smaller than a straight angle, I know it is 
between 90  and 180  (it’s obtuse!). Any angle between a straight angle and a full angle,° °  
between 180  and 360 , is a reflex angle. But that is not a very precise estimate.° °  

If I am trying to estimate the size of an angle I might want some other angles to help me be 
more precise. 



Tuesday, Math 

 
If I look at this angle on the left, I can see that it is greater than 
180 degrees and it must be a reflex angle. But if I want a more 
precise estimate, I will compare it to the 270  angle to see if°  
this angle is greater or less than 270 . This angle is greater°  
than 180  but less than 270 .  180 < this angle < 270° ° ° °  
 
 
 

 
That’s still a range of 90  If I want an even more precise estimate, I will need to learn some° .  
more angles. To do that, let’s take apart or dissect the 90  angle.°  

 
Let’s take a right angle and cut it in half. . Therefore, half of a right angle is a 450 2 459 ÷  =  °  
angle. 
 

 
We can also divide the right angle into thirds. = 30. Therefore, one third of a right angle0 3 9 ÷   
is 30  and two thirds of a right angle is  We can use these smaller angles to help us° 06 ° .  
decide if our reflex angle is closer 30  > than a straight angle, 45  greater than a straight° °  
angle, or 60  > than a straight angle. Let’s take a closer look at it and decide.°  
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I can see that the black line cuts about half way 
between the 90  angle made by my dotted blue line°  
and my red line. Half of a 90  angle is 45 . So this° °  
reflex angle is approximately 180  + 45  or 125 .° ° °  
We would need a protractor to know it’s exact 
measurement, but this is a good estimate. 
 
 
 

 
Let’s try a simpler one.  
 
Independent Practice  - Do not use a protractor. Today we are practicing estimation. 

 
1. Angle DAB is 90  Line AC cuts it into two smaller°  

angles. Estimate the size of angle CAB and angle 
DAC. 

 
a) Angle CAB is approximately ______ degrees. 

 
b) Angle DAC is approximately ______ degrees. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
2. Yesterday, you identified these as acute, obtuse, or reflex angles. Today let’s make a 

closer estimate of their size. I will guide you as you estimate. Then choose the best 
estimate from the choices. 

 
These two angles are both acute, meaning that they are less than 90 . Compare these°  
angles to a right or 90  angle. Are they about half of  90  angle, about ⅓ of a 90 , or° ° °  
about ⅔ of a 90  angle?°  

 
A 80  (almost 90 )° ° A 80  (almost 90 )° °  
B 60  (about ⅔ of 90 )° ° B 60  (about ⅔ of 90 )° °  
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C 45  (about ½ of 90 )° ° C 45  (about ½ of 90 )° °  
D 30  (about ⅓ of 90 )° ° D 30  (about ⅓ of 90 )° °  
 
Now take an even more precise guess to see how close you can get to the real answer! 
It’s okay if you don’t get it exactly right but celebrate if you are within 15  of the real°  
answer. 
 
∠a is approximately ______ .° ∠b is approximately ______ .°  
 
Angle c is acute and angle d is obtuse. For angle d, think to yourself, is this angle closer 
to 90  or 180 ?° °   
 

 
 
I will draw line for you that shows 90  of the angle. Then think to yourself, is this angle°  
just a little more than 90 , is it 30  more than 90 , is it  more than 90 , or is it° ° ° 54 ° °  
about 60  more than 90 ? Then choose one of the following answers.° °  
 

 
 
A 80  (almost 90 )° ° A 95≈ ° (just a little more) 
B 60  (about ⅔ of 90 )° ° B 120  (about 30  more)≈ ° °  
C 45  (about ½ of 90 )° ° C 135  (about  more)≈ ° 54 °  
D 30  (about ⅓ of 90 )° ° D 155  (about 60  more)≈ ° °  

E 170  (almost 180 )≈ ° °  
 

Now take an even more precise guess to see how close you can get to the real answer! 
It’s okay if you don’t get it exactly right but celebrate if you are within 15  of the real°  
answer. 
 
∠c is approximately ______ .° ∠d is approximately ______ .°  
 
These two angles are both reflex angles, meaning they are between 180  and 360  or° °  
between the size of a straight angle and a full angle. 
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 First, think to yourself, “Is this angle between 180  and 270  or between  and° ° 702 °  
?” You can use these lines to help you.603 °  

Both of these angles are between  and . Now think to yourself, “Is this angle702 ° 603 °  
just a little more than 270 , is it 30  more than 270 , is it  more than 270 , or is it° ° ° 54 ° °  
about 60  more than 270 ?”° °  

A 280  (just a little more)≈ ° A 280 (just a little more)≈ °  
B 300  (about 30  more)≈ ° ° B 300  (about 30  more)≈ ° °
C 315  (about  more)≈ ° 54 ° C 315  (about  more)≈ ° 54 °
D 330  (about 60  more)≈ ° ° D 330  (about 60  more)≈ ° °
E 350  (almost 360 )≈ ° ° E 350  (almost 180 )≈ ° °

∠e is approximately ______ .° ∠f is approximately ______ .°

3. Make your best estimate for ∠h. ∠h is approximately ______ .°  



Name:________________________  Date:________________________________ 

Directions: In each blank, label the stage for complete metamorphosis and write the definition for each stage. 
Then, choose an insect that undergoes complete metamorphosis and draw what it looks like in each stage. 

Stage 1:__________________: 

Sage 2: ____________________: 

Stage 3:____________________: 

Tuesday, Science



Stage 4:___________________ 

Tuesday, Science



Name: _____________________ Section: _________ 

W7 Tuesday Translation 
“Fēlīx et fūr” 

Instructions 
Translate the following sentences from Cambridge Latin Course . Afterwards, check 
your work using the answer key or by watching today’s Guided Translation video. 

● Imperfect  (“was/were verbing”) endings are -bat  and -bant .
○ erat = “was” (imperfect of est ); erant  = “were” (imperfect of sunt )

● Perfect  (“verbed”) endings are -vit  and -vērunt .

Vocabulary 
ōlim - once, once upon a time 
tablīnum  - study 
scrībō - I write 
sōlus  - alone 
quaerō  - I am looking for (pf. quaesīvī ) 

aberat  - was away (ab  - away) 
quod  – because 
soror  - sister 
vīsitō - I visit 

Sentences 
1) Caecilius: Fēlīx ōlim in tablīnō scrībēbat.

2) Fēlīx erat sōlus.

3) Clēmēns et Grumiō cibum in forō quaerēbant.

4) Metella aberat, quod sorōrem vīsitābat.
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WEDNESDAY – 5/6/20 

ELA 

Spalding  
(20 Minutes) 
 
Literature  
(15 Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(20 Minutes) 
 
Reading  
(20+ minutes) 
 
 

Spalding 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will learn 5 new Spalding words 
● Student will syllabicate, finger spell, and mark rules 

Materials needed:  
● Sharpened pencil 
● Wednesday Spalding Student Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ Spalding work is PA. (There is also an optional Wednesday Spalding 

Video which will allow some students to do Spalding independently.) 
❏ Dictate the 5 words (one at a time) to your child 
❏ For each word do the following: 

❏ Say the word 
❏ Say the word in a sentence 
❏ Say the word again 

❏ Your child will do the following: 
❏ Repeat the word 
❏ Determine the base word (and affix, if applicable) 
❏ Show syllables with fists and sounds with fingers 
❏ Write in the Spalding notebook in syllables while saying it aloud 
❏ Write the markings and rules that apply 

❏ Together 
❏ Make the appropriate corrections before moving on to the next word 

❏ Remind students to: 
❏ Use their phonogram knowledge and spelling rules 
❏ Practice proper letter formation and to use their best handwriting 

❏ After finishing the list of 5 words, have your child fold his/her paper so the 
words do not show 

❏ Repeat the process 1 more time so each word has been practiced a total 
of 2 times. Students will syllabicate, write markings and the rules that 
apply for BOTH dictations. 

Literature 
Goal/Objective:  

● READ the second half of Ch. 13 of Where the Red Fern Grows (p. 
167-174) 

● ANNOTATE the main ideas and events of the chapter 
● GIVE Chapter 13 a title 

Materials needed:  
❏ Where the Red Fern Grows Ch.13 
❏ Pencil 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/b7c7a5788c07bb76754b1bf81252447e
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/b7c7a5788c07bb76754b1bf81252447e
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
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❏ Bookmark  
❏ Ch. 12-14 Unfamiliar Words & Vocabulary Guide  
❏ Ch. 13 Part 2 Annotation Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ READ Ch. 13 (p. 167-174) of Where the Red Fern Grows LOOKING for the 

following main ideas and events: (I) 
❏ Optional video: Read along with Miss Franzman LOOKING for the 

following main ideas and events: (I)  
❏ Who does Billy think of after Rubin’s accident? 
❏ Where did Billy’s Papa go after Billy told him about the accident? 
❏ How does Billy pay his respects? 
❏ What would you title Ch. 13? 

❏ COMPLETE Ch. 13 Part 2 Annotation Worksheet (I) 
❏ A Literature Key  is available for you to check your progress. 

 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective: 

● Students will write the final draft of their poetic devices paragraph.  
❏ “Poetic Devices Final Paragraph”  
❏ “The Village Blacksmith” poem via link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/vi
ew?usp=sharing  

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ (I) Students will complete the “Poetic Devices Final Paragraph”.  

*Students will need to keep their final draft for Friday’s assessment.  
Reading Log 
❏ Read for at least 20 minutes and record in the reading log. 

❏ In the printed packet or the digital work packet located on the cover 
page of the Graded Review Section. 

❏ On Google classroom, the reading log is posted on the Monday 
assignment so that it can be filled out throughout the week. Please 
turn it in with the Graded Review. 

MATH 

(25 Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: 

● Discover that angles on a line add up to 180 °  
● Use that knowledge to find unknown angles 

Materials needed: 
Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N Practice Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?us
p=sharing  
Optional Math Teach Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/e4c0b26dbad35d1122ea649008a236fa  
W7 Math Answer Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?us
p=sharing  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BE5MPczClxBRD17xGvNonIJN-mQyNriQ/view
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y_ZYJxdP0wTBTf3QM-JerXakyDmYl99t
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zSB9OMR6MaY9ksX8kJtcIkclhFr3QnOW/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/fbcaa22f460ddbe4225f8f210e9bd42c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gWMen0rcwiNBgvs9xRZRgzp93g7iDsgx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/e4c0b26dbad35d1122ea649008a236fa
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
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Optional Math Check Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/db64d084f00760e8a9fd20a3d97b992c  
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (PA) Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N 

❏ Two minute practice: Set a timer for two minutes. For the two 
minutes the student goes around the edge of the worksheet saying 
the problem and the answer out loud to their parent. If they get a 
problem wrong, they must say the correct answer three times and 
then go back three problems and begin again. Check student 
responses using the practice key. 

❏ One minute test: Set a timer for one minute. The one minute test is 
taken inside the box. The student should complete as many 
problems as possible during that minute. Please circle the last 
completed problem in pen.  

❏ Read notes on “Properties of Angles on a Line.” Today’s notes are in the 
printed packet and posted in the Wednesday assignment for Google 
Classroom. 
❏ Complete check points and check answers with the key. 
❏ Optional: Watch the “Properties of Angles on a Line” video  with 

notes in hand and complete check points. Check answers with the 
key. 

❏ Complete the independent practice. 
❏ Check answers with the key. 
❏ For additional assistance with the independent practice, please 

watch Mrs. Cramer’s check video. 
❏ Optional Extension article from Brainpop: “Gadgets.”  This short article 

explains how sailors of the past used angles measured by a tool called a 
sextant to help them navigate the oceans. If you have read Carry on, Mr. 
Bowditch, you will recognize the sextant as one of the tools Nathaniel 
Bowditch used in his sailing career! 

HISTORY 

(25 Minutes) 
 

History 
Goal/Objective:  Understand the concept of secession.  If a state secedes from 
the U.S.A., it is leaving the U.S.A. to become its own self-governing body. 
Materials needed:  CK Reader (42-51) , “Secede” WKST 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ Complete WKST question (1)  (I) 
❏ Read CK Reader (42-46)  (I)  reading video 

❏ Complete WKST questions (2-3) 
❏ Read CK Reader (49-51) 
❏ Work may be checked with the key. 

[OPTIONAL]: Read Extra Resource (60-62)   reading video 
Memorize “Gettysburg Address”  lines 3 - 5  recitation video 

LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 
 

Latin 
Goal/Objective: Continue translating “Fēlīx et fūr” 
Materials needed: (1) “W7 Wednesday Translation” worksheet; (2) “W7 
Translation Answer Key”; (3) pencil; (4) red pen/pencil 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent):  
❏ (I) Complete “W7 Wednesday Translation” worksheet 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/db64d084f00760e8a9fd20a3d97b992c
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/e4c0b26dbad35d1122ea649008a236fa
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/db64d084f00760e8a9fd20a3d97b992c
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J9j1ZMWpV0y8Wbch1cKmZCZOJ7wAOdxr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XboG3OB5mYRLRx3jxNLZdR6ofPVCQGRD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wvw39OYjQQaVo7pr8HWREOhJG27gosC7/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/58a6e141b51b004d0e7963c3ca51894e
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12OBi8KZRuoP3CcDGx0z-wmAobIo-Te0S/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18rIvXSnT2ZIXrXYCboNlyk2UsF73FyBl/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8b78c190d58d74e1aa23460c30030abc
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JP-uyoViWZ5ISf2Qxbwnt3ANvBvH20hv/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0eb92c16e9bc6b484a792584ff65db3d
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1slHbub4FEOX7JHZ_x3qdQSLnN5XwFPCS
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❏ (I) Check your work, making corrections in red ink or pencil, using either: 

❏ “W7 Translation Answer Key” , or … 
❏ W7 Wednesday Guided Translation video 

❏ (I) Optional: Watch “The Pontifex Song” video  and sing along. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IeWiYrHPGNeI5Tje_kYUzWYX80XQPFZe
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/bbf7dace08325674c0c92890f598fb9b
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/aed7e8b0ae1e630b0f745fdfaf8919ef






	
	

Where the Red Fern Grows  Name:____________________________ # _______  
Chapter 13 Part 2 (p. 167-174) Date: _______ 
Annotation Worksheet  

 
 
 
 
 
SHORT ANSWER DIRECTIONS:   
 A. In your book, mark with a star       and underline the text that answers the questions below.  
 B. Write the page number in	the space provided. 
 C. In your own words, write the answer to the question. 

 

 

1. Who did Billy think of after Rubin’s accident?   #_______ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

2. Where did Billy’s Papa go after Billy told him about the accident?   #_________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

	

 

3. How does Billy pay his respects?  #_________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

4. What would you title Chapter 13?  

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  



Name:________________________________  Date:____________ 

 

Poetry Project 

Poetic Devices Final Paragraph 

Part I: Using your rough draft from yesterday, write your final draft on the lines below. Make sure to 

write in complete, cursive sentences. Once you are finished, keep your final draft to use on Friday for 

your assessment.  

 

Final Draft: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Name:________________________________  Date:____________ 

 

Part II: Checklist. 

 I wrote in complete, cursive sentences. 

 I checked my capitalization and punctuation for each sentence. 

 I have a clear topic sentence that lists the poetic devices I will talk about and says why they are 

important. 

 I have clearly defined two poetic devices in my outline 

 I have clearly discussed the two poetic devices in my outline. 

 

 

Part III: Practice memorizing stanzas 5-6 of “The Village Blacksmith” and recite it aloud to a family 

member.  

I, _________________________________, practiced memorizing stanzas 5-6 of “The Village 

Blacksmith” and recited them to ____________________________.  

        

         __________________________ 

          (Student Signature) 

 

         __________________________ 

          (Parent Signature) 
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             Set N
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1
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1
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12
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12
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Wednesday Math Notes, “Sum of Angles on a Line” 

Happy Wednesday, fifth grade griffins! Today is the sixth day of the fifth month of the two 
thousand twentieth Year of Our Lord, or, if you prefer, the Common Era, or, if you prefer Latin, 
anno domini. 

Today we are going to talk about angles on a line. Observe the following diagrams of angles on 
lines. Let’s find the sum of the angles in each diagram. 

In the first diagram, remember that the little box is showing you that the angle with the box is 
exactly 90 .°   

Sum of the angles in diagram 1 =  = _________0 909 °  +  °  

Sum of the angles in diagram 2 =  = ________0 1305 °  +  °  

Sum of the angles in diagram 3 = = _________0 75 654 °  +  °  +  °   

For each diagram, you should have gotten the same sum: 180 ! A line or straight angle°  
measures exactly . Therefore the sum of angles on a line will always be equal to 180 .801 ° °  

This fact allows us to find missing angles on a line. Let’s try that using the same diagrams. 
Except one of the angles will be missing from each diagram. We will use the inverse operation 
strategy to find the unknown but you can also use the number bond strategy. 

* Remember, the little box means a 90  angle!°

Find ∠a in diagram 1.  Find ∠b in diagram 2. Find ∠c in diagram 3. 
∠a + 90  = 180° °  50  + ∠b = 180° ° 0 c 65 1804 °  +∠ +  °  =  °
∠a = 80 901 °  −  °  ∠b = 80 501 °  −  °
40 65 ) c 180( °  +  ° +∠ =  °
∠a = 90 °  ∠b = 301 ° 05 c 1801 °  +∠ =  °
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c 180 105∠ =  °  −  °   
c 75∠ =  °   

 
Diagrams 1 and 2 are just like the other equations we have done for solving for an unknown. 
But Diagram 3 is a little different because it has more parts. Let’s take a closer look at it. 
 

 
 
 
Here there are 3 parts that add up to one whole or  
 
Part + Part + Part = Whole (180 )°  
 
 
 
 
In addition, we are free! So we can add 40  + 65  to° °  
simplify the equation before we use an inverse operation. 
 
After we add 40  + 65  to get 105 , we can use the° ° °  
inverse of adding 105  to subtract 105  from the other° °  
side. 
 

 
Check Point #1! Now you try it!  

 
 
Remember that the little box indicates a 90  angle.°  
This picture does not have a name for the missing 
angle in the middle, so let’s call it .t∠   
 
Solve for the value of .t∠  
 

0 t 32 1809 °  +∠ +  °  =  °   

(______ + ________) +  = 180t∠ °  

_______ +  = 180t∠ °  

 = 180  - ________t∠ °  

 = ___________t∠  

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday, Math 
 

 

 

Independent Practice 
Use the inverse operation strategy or the number strategy to solve for the unknown in the 

following equations. Show your work. 

DO NOT use a protractor to find or check the value of these angles. Not all the angles are 

drawn to scale. 

In each of these diagrams, the angles are on a line. Remember, the sum of angles on a line is 

180 !°  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

∠a =  
 

 



Wednesday, Math 
 

 

 

 

∠q = ________ ∠r = __________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, in the diagram below, ∠b and the 32 angle are both inside a 90  angle. Solve for ∠b.° °  
Show your work. 

 
∠b + 32  = 90° °  



Name:  Date:  # 

Secede 

Review from previous lessons: 
1. On (p.51), what does the purple line on the map (marked 36 30’N) represent?

a. The Treaty of Tordesillas

b. The division between the thirteen original states and the Louisiana Purchase

c. The Missouri Compromise

d. The Mason-Dixon Line

(p.45) 
2. John C. Calhoun demanded that the Northern States…

a. Start a civil war

b. Give Southern States equal rights

c. Abolish slavery

d. Give the Southern States their own country

3. What does Calhoun mean when he threatens that the Southern States will secede?

Wednesday, History



Name: _____________________ Section: _________ 

W7 Wednesday Translation 
“Fēlīx” 

Instructions 
Translate the following sentences from Cambridge Latin Course . Afterwards, check 
your work using the answer key or by watching today’s Guided Translation video. 

● Imperfect  (“was/were verbing”) endings are -bat  and -bant .
○ erat = “was” (imperfect of est ); erant  = “were” (imperfect of sunt )

● Perfect  (“verbed”) endings are -vit  and -vērunt .

Vocabulary 
tuus  - your 
aberat  - was away (ab  - away) 
quod  - because 
administrō  - I look after 
nēmō  - no one 
nisi - except 
īnfāns  – baby, infant 

parvus  – little 
dormiō  - I sleep 
subitō  - suddenly 
fūr  - thief 
per  - through 
iānua  - front door 
intrō - I enter 

Sentences 
1) Fēlīx: pater tuus aberat, quod argentāriam in forō administrābat.

2) Caecilius: nēmō erat in vīllā nisi Fēlīx et īnfāns.

3) parvus īnfāns in cubiculō dormiēbat.

4) subitō fūr per iānuam intrāvit.



Daily Student Instruction Sheet - THURSDAY 
 

THURSDAY – 5/7/20 

ELA 

Spalding  
(20 Minutes) 
 
Literature  
(15 Minutes) 
 
Grammar/Writing 
(20 Minutes) 
 
Reading  
(20+ minutes) 
 
 

Spalding 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will learn 5 new Spalding words 
● Student will syllabicate, finger spell, and mark rules 

Materials needed:  
● Sharpened pencil 
● Thursday Spalding Student Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ Spalding work is PA. (There is also an optional Thursday Spalding Video 

which will allow some students to do Spalding independently.) 
❏ Dictate the 5 words (one at a time) to your child 
❏ For each word do the following: 

❏ Say the word 
❏ Say the word in a sentence 
❏ Say the word again 

❏ Your child will do the following: 
❏ Repeat the word 
❏ Determine the base word (and affix, if applicable) 
❏ Show syllables with fists and sounds with fingers 
❏ Write in the Spalding notebook in syllables while saying it aloud 
❏ Write the markings and rules that apply 

❏ Together 
❏ Make the appropriate corrections before moving on to the next word 

❏ Remind students to: 
❏ Use their phonogram knowledge and spelling rules 
❏ Practice proper letter formation and to use their best handwriting 

❏ After finishing the list of 5 words, have your child fold his/her paper so the 
words do not show 

❏ Repeat the process 1 more time so each word has been practiced a total of 
2 times. Students will syllabicate, write markings and the rules that apply for 
BOTH dictations. 

 
Literature 
Goal/Objective:  

● READ the Ch. 14 of Where the Red Fern Grows (p. 175-192) 
● ANNOTATE the main ideas and events of this chapter 

Materials needed:  
❏ Where the Red Fern Grows  Ch. 14  
❏ Pencil 
❏ Bookmark  

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/3d056bbb88ffa1392ab174feeff13e2c
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oreqs7UaNHfUrI-Jc5aCgVshYmqbVwzc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oreqs7UaNHfUrI-Jc5aCgVshYmqbVwzc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oreqs7UaNHfUrI-Jc5aCgVshYmqbVwzc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BE5MPczClxBRD17xGvNonIJN-mQyNriQ/view


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - THURSDAY 

❏ Ch. 12-14 Vocabulary and Unfamiliar Words Guide 
❏ Ch. 14 Annotation & Vocabulary Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ READ Ch. 14 (p. 175-192)  LOOKING for the following main ideas and events: 

(I) 
❏ Optional video: Read along with Miss Franzmann  LOOKING for the 

following main ideas and events:  
❏ Why does Grandpa blame himself for Rubin’s death? 
❏ For what four reasons does Billy think he’s the luckiest boy in the 

world? 
❏ How does Billy feel about entering the championship coon hunt? 
❏ What would you title Chapter 14? 

❏ COMPLETE Ch. 14 Annotation Worksheet (I) 
❏ A Literature Key  is available for you to check your progress. 

 
Grammar/Writing 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will answer questions to recap their poetry project and complete 
memorizing stanzas 1-8 of “The Village Blacksmith”.  

Materials needed: 
❏ “Project Recap” WKST 
❏ “The Village Blacksmith” poem via link: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/vie
w?usp=sharing  

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ (I) Students can use today to finish any writing on the final draft of their 

paragraph. If students are working on their final draft today they will not need 
to complete the “Project Recap” worksheet. 

            *Students will need to keep their final draft for Friday’s assessment. 
❏ (I) Students who are finished with their final draft will complete the “Project 

Recap” worksheet.  
Reading Log 
❏ Read for at least 20 minutes and record in the reading log. 

❏ In the printed packet or the digital work packet located on the cover 
page of the Graded Review Section. 

❏ On Google classroom, the reading log is posted on the Monday 
assignment so that it can be filled out throughout the week. Please 
turn it in with the Graded Review. 

MATH 

(25 Minutes) 
 

Math  
Goal/Objective: 

● Discover that vertically opposite angles are equal. 
● Use that knowledge to find the value of unknown angles. 

Materials needed: 
Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N Practice Key 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Y_ZYJxdP0wTBTf3QM-JerXakyDmYl99t
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oreqs7UaNHfUrI-Jc5aCgVshYmqbVwzc/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/5e8da52c9aeeeeb57295b8bad010ec57
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gWMen0rcwiNBgvs9xRZRgzp93g7iDsgx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASbj7QFAlg9s0q6A6vL7vVZvq0Mbophg/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp
=sharing  
Optional Math Teach Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/3e0654bff290f357fd3ef8585515b0d4  
W7 Math Answer Key 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp
=sharing  
Optional Math Check Video 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8b272613834fc58fba6877d27f6b7592  
Optional Extension Video: Why 360 ?°  
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d1cff880b5f51be85ef6871efdccc487  
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ (PA) Rocket Math Adv. Multiplication Set N 

❏ Two minute practice: Set a timer for two minutes. For the two minutes 
the student goes around the edge of the worksheet saying the 
problem and the answer out loud to their parent. If they get a problem 
wrong, they must say the correct answer three times and then go 
back three problems and begin again. Check student responses using 
the practice key. 

❏ One minute test: Set a timer for one minute. The one minute test is 
taken inside the box. The student should complete as many problems 
as possible during that minute. Please circle the last completed 
problem in pen.  

❏ Read notes on “Properties of Angles at a Point.” Today’s notes are in the 
printed packet and posted in the Wednesday assignment for Google 
Classroom. 
❏ Complete check points and check answers with the key. 
❏ Optional: Watch the “Properties of Angles at a Point” video  with notes 

in hand and complete check points. Check answers using the  key. 
❏ Complete the independent practice. 

❏ Check answers with the key. 
❏ For additional assistance with the independent practice, please watch 

Mrs. Cramer’s check video. 
❏ Optional Extension video: “Why are there 360 in a Circle? Thank the°  

ancient Sumerians, Babylonians, and Egyptians!” 
History 

(25 Minutes) 
 

History 
Goal/Objective:  Understand the escalation of political tension and violence that 
broke out into the American Civil War. 
Materials needed:  “Lincoln’s House Divided Speech”  WKST , Rising Action 
Timeline 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Read and Complete WKST  (I) 
❏ Read and Review Timeline of Rising Action 
❏ Answers may be checked with the key. 

[OPTIONAL]: Read Extra Resource (63-67)   reading video 
Memorize “Gettysburg Address”  lines 3 - 5  recitation video 

LATIN 
(15 Minutes) 

Latin 
Goal/Objective: Continue translating “Fēlīx et fūr” 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/3e0654bff290f357fd3ef8585515b0d4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8b272613834fc58fba6877d27f6b7592
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d1cff880b5f51be85ef6871efdccc487
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zc9LZ4hnCfnyK2N5n3Vwg3yMYvEztbh3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/3e0654bff290f357fd3ef8585515b0d4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of4P3e1uFnF7uOYkhLESsPt5425UOqfH/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8b272613834fc58fba6877d27f6b7592
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d1cff880b5f51be85ef6871efdccc487
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d1cff880b5f51be85ef6871efdccc487
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d1cff880b5f51be85ef6871efdccc487
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/d1cff880b5f51be85ef6871efdccc487
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fjGXbLdWsFuIAGBnx8dixtBWoeQ7Glc7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZaXVKQiBqJZdxVnw_vrtIynaBeXM1QDL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZaXVKQiBqJZdxVnw_vrtIynaBeXM1QDL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12OBi8KZRuoP3CcDGx0z-wmAobIo-Te0S/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18rIvXSnT2ZIXrXYCboNlyk2UsF73FyBl
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8b78c190d58d74e1aa23460c30030abc
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JP-uyoViWZ5ISf2Qxbwnt3ANvBvH20hv/view?usp=sharing
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0eb92c16e9bc6b484a792584ff65db3d
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 Materials needed: (1) “W7 Thursday Translation” worksheet; (2) “W7 Translation 
Answer Key”; (3) pencil; (4) red pen/pencil 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent):  
❏ (I) Complete “W7 Thursday Translation” worksheet 
❏ (I) Check your work, making corrections in red ink or pencil, using either: 

❏ “W7 Translation Answer Key” , or … 
❏ W7 Thursday Guided Translation video 

❏ (I) Optional: Watch “The Pontifex Song” video  and sing along. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10Rw5en9Hx2ZsUBkQ7omdV62eqJarJZ01
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IeWiYrHPGNeI5Tje_kYUzWYX80XQPFZe
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0926de0e5ee454b6a8451c5671cde503
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/aed7e8b0ae1e630b0f745fdfaf8919ef






	
	

Where the Red Fern Grows  Name:____________________________ # _______  
Chapter 14 Date: _______ 
Annotation Worksheet  

 
 
 
 
 
SHORT ANSWER DIRECTIONS:   
 A. In your book, mark with a star       and underline the text that answers the questions below.  
 B. Write the page number in	the space provided. 
 C. In your own words, write the answer to the question. 

 

 

1. Why does Grandpa blame himself for Rubin’s death?  #______ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

2. For what four reasons does Billy think he’s the luckiest boy in the world?     #______ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

 

 

3. How does Billy feel about entering the championship coon hunt?  # ________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

	
4. What would you title Chapter 14?  

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	

	



Name:_____________________________  Date:______________ 

 

Poetry Project 

“Project Recap” 

Part I: Answer the following questions in complete sentences.  

1. Give one example of what you learned from studying “The Village Blacksmith”. 

 

2. What did you enjoy about studying the poem? 

 

 

3. List your favorite poetic device present in the poem. Why is it your favorite? 

 

 

 

Part II: Practice memorizing stanzas 6-8 of “The Village Blacksmith” and recite it aloud to a family 

member.  

I, _________________________________, memorized stanzas 6-8 of “The Village Blacksmith” 

and recited them to ____________________________.  

        

         __________________________ 

          (Student Signature) 

 

         __________________________ 

          (Parent Signature) 

 



Name

10s, 11s, 12s Multiplication 

             Set N

3

11x

10

8x

1

2x

6

10x

10

10x

11

6x

11

11x

10

3x

5

10x

8

11x

12

10x

5

12x

11

4x

2

10x

12

9x

3

11x

12

9x

7

10x

3

10x

9

10x

4

10x

11

2x

8

10x

10

12x

1

10x

10

9x

10

4x

12

1x

12

11x

10

7x

12

10x

11

12x

10

12x

6

11x

10

1x

10

6x

9

11x

12

10x

12

5x

5

11x

11

9x

11

5x

11

7x

11

10x

10

11x

5

2x

5

11x

10

3x

12

5x

1

11x

4

11x

11

8x

10

12x

2

11x

11

1x

9

2x

CompletedGoal

12

5x

5

12x

10

1x

9

12x

12

5x

12

1x

11

12x

12

5x

10

12x

9

12x

12

12x

12

5x

12

11x

5

10x

12

12x

11

8x

1

12x

12

10x

9

12x

12

9x

x

12

1 x

5

12

11

12x

10

3x

7

11x

12

10x

10

6xx

12

9

4

11x

5

12x

10

12x

12

12x

5

12x

12

9x

10

12x

1

12x

12

11x

12

9x

(c) Rocket Math      Permission to copy granted to Katie Franzmann until September 11th, 2020



Thursday, Math 

Thursday Math Notes, “Angles at a Point” 

Happy Thursday, fifth grade griffins! Today is the seventh day of the fifth month of the two 
thousand twentieth Year of Our Lord, or, if you prefer, the Common Era, or, if you prefer Latin, 
anno domini. 

Today we will discuss a property of angles at a point and use it to solve for unknown angles. 
These four angles are formed by two straight intersecting lines. 

∠a = 31 , ∠b = 149 , ∠c = 31 , ∠ d = 149° ° ° °  

Notice that the angles which are opposite to one another are equal.  ∠a and ∠c are opposite of 
one another and they are both 31 . ∠b and ∠d are opposite of one another and they are both°  
149 . We call these vertically opposite angles.°  

When two straight lines intersect, they create two pairs of vertically opposite angles. Vertically 
opposite angles are equal. 

However, if any of the lines are not straight, the angles are not vertically opposite and they are 
not equal. The diagram below shows one straight line and one bent line intersecting. This does 
not create any equal angles. 



Thursday, Math 

Check point #1! 

 ∠d = ______ 

Check your answers with the key! 

We can also use one pair of vertically opposite angles to find the other pair of vertically opposite 
angles. 

Because ∠c is vertically opposite of the 48 °  
angle, ∠c is also 48 .°  

How can we find ∠z? 
∠z and the 48  angle are on a line.°  
Therefore, their sum must be 180 . We can°  
use that fact to solve for ∠z. 

∠z + 48  = 180° °  
∠z = 180  - 48° °  
∠z = 132 °  

Because ∠y is vertically opposite of ∠z, we know that ∠z also equals 132 .°  



Thursday, Math 

 
Independent Practice  
Do not use a protractor for any portion of this practice. Not all angles are drawn to scale. 
1. 

 
∠h = ________ 
 
∠w and the 145  angle are on a line.°  
 
What is that value of ∠w? Show your work 
below. 
 
∠w + 145 = 180° °  
 
 

 
 
 

What is the value of ∠x? ________ 
 
  

  2. What is the value of ∠d? _______ 
 

∠t and the 120  are on a straight line. What is the value of°  
∠t? Please show your work with either the number bond 
strategy or the inverse operation strategy. 
 
∠t + 120  = 180° °  
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the value of ∠v? _______ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Thursday, Math 

 
 
 
Optional Challenge Problems 

1. The 150  is on a straight line with an unknown angle. If you find the value of the°  
unknown angle, you can use it to find the value of ∠e, because the sum of ∠e and the 
unknown angle is 90 .°  

 
 
 

2.  In this figure, line XY is a straight line segment. What is the value of ∠z? 

 
 
∠z + 110  + ∠z + 28  = 180° ° °  



Name:  Date:  # 

House Divided Speech 

Following the teacher example for the first half, put the second half of this passage into your own words. 

“If we could first know where we are and whither 

we are tending, we could better judge what to do 

and how to do it. We are now far into the fifth year 

since a policy was initiated with the avowed object 

and confident promise of putting an end to slavery 

agitation. Under the operation of that policy, that 

agitation has not only not ceased but has constantly 

augmented. In my opinion, it will not cease until a 

crisis shall have been reached and passed. "A house 

divided against itself cannot stand."  

I believe this government cannot endure, 

permanently, half slave and half free.  

I do not expect the Union to be dissolved; I do not 

expect the house to fall; but I do expect it will cease 

to be divided.  

It will become all one thing, or all the other.  

Either the opponents of slavery will arrest the 

further spread of it and place it where the public 

mind shall rest in the belief that it is in the course of 

ultimate extinction, or its advocates will push it 

forward till it shall become alike lawful in all the 

states, old as well as new, North as well as South.” 

We do not yet know the fate of our country.  If we 

did, we could be sure we were making the right 

decision.  The Compromise was supposed to put an 

end to fighting over slavery.  However, after the 

Compromise, the fighting has only gotten worse.  

This fighting will not stop until it reaches its climax. 

Your Paraphrase: 

Circle the correct answer: 

Lincoln is saying in this speech… 

a. The Union must become all free states in order to find peace

b. The Union must become all slave states in order to find peace

c. The Union must become either all slave or all free states, it can no longer remain split.

Thursday, History



Name: _____________________ Section: _________ 

W7 Thursday Translation 
“Fēlīx et fūr” 

Instructions 
Translate the following sentences from Cambridge Latin Course . Afterwards, check 
your work using the answer key or by watching today’s Guided Translation video. 

● Imperfect  (“was/were verbing”) endings are -bat  and -bant .
○ erat = “was” (imperfect of est ); erant  = “were” (imperfect of sunt )

● Perfect  (“verbed”) endings are -vit  and -vērunt .

Vocabulary 
fūr - thief 
tacitē  - silently, quietly 
circumspectō  - I look around 
ubi – where 
nihil  - nothing 

quod - because 
intentē  - intently 
labōrō  – I work 
ē - out from 
portō - I carry 

Sentences 
1) fūr tacitē ātrium circumspectāvit;

2) tacitē cubiculum intrāvit, ubi īnfāns erat.

3) Fēlīx nihil audīvit, quod intentē labōrābat.

4) fūr parvum īnfantem ē vīllā tacitē portābat.



Graded	Review	
GHNO	|	5th	Grade	|	Week	7	|	05/08

Student	Name:	____________________	Section:	__	

Week	7	Reading	Log	
Day	 Title	and	Author	 Tell	me	one	thing	that	happened.	 Minutes	

Read	
Parent	
Initials	

Monday	

Tuesday	

Wednesday	

Thursday	

*Students	are	not	required	to	make	a	reading	log	entry	for	Friday,	May	1st.
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FRIDAY – 5/8/20 

Week 7: 
Graded 
Review 
Instructions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ELA 
Spalding  
 
Literature  
 
Grammar/Writing  
 
No reading 
assignment for the 
reading log today 
 
 

Today is the graded review for week six which will serve as the graded portion 
of this packet. We ask that students take this assessment independent of adult 
help or collaboration with other students. However, students are welcome to 
use any of their readings, textbook pages, or work from Monday - Thursday of 
this week (with the exception of Spalding.) 
 
This review only covers material from this week. 
 
Below are instructions for each portion of the graded review with a suggested 
time limit for each portion. The graded review is intended to take 1 hour 30 
minutes on average. We recommend that students take a few breaks between 
subjects, rather than completing the graded review in one sitting. 
 
This review should be completed in pencil with legible handwriting. As usual, 
handwriting is part of the Spalding grade. Please do not use pens or colored 
pencils. 
 
This review should be turned in with the reading log for the week.  
 
(Note: The reading log does not need to be filled for Friday this week. You only 
need Monday - Thursday.)  
 
You may turn it in online on Google Classroom or drop it off at the school. It is 
due on Monday, May 11th. 
 
Assignments for Art, PE, and Music should be turned in separately on Google 
Classroom or at the school. These are also due by Monday, May 11th. 
 
Spalding 
Estimated Time:  20 minutes 
Materials needed:  Sharpened pencil and eraser (no pen please) 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=Parent assistance): 
❏ Complete the Spalding Graded Review with the help of a parent (PA) or 

the Friday Spalding Video  with Mrs. Conrad. 
Literature 
Estimated Time:  10 minutes 
Materials needed:  pencil and eraser (no pen please) 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Complete the LIterature Graded Review independently. (I) 

Grammar/Writing 
Estimated Time: 10 minutes 
Materials needed: Sharpened pencil 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance):  
❏ Complete the Grammar/Writing Graded Review independently. (I) 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/da9f358e5ccb6700af1ac6cd22c2d2c9


Daily Student Instruction Sheet - FRIDAY 

Reading Log 
Students do not need to read 20 minutes for Friday. The reading log should be 
returned with this week’s graded review. It can be dropped off at school with 
the graded review or scanned and uploaded to Google Classroom with the 
graded review. 
 

MATH 

 
 

Math  
Estimated Time: 15-20 minutes 
Materials needed:  pencil and eraser (no pen please) 
Recommended Resource:  Thursday Math Student Pages which include 
examples for each type of problem discussed this week. 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ The Math Review has two parts: 1) Rocket Math and 2) an independent 

review of this week’s concepts. 
❏ (PA)  Rocket Math: Advanced Multiplication 2-minute test (2 min) 

❏ This week the Rocket Math test will be a baseline in order 
to assess the student’s progress in future graded reviews. 
In future weeks, Rocket Math will only be graded based 
on a student’s individual progress from week to week. 
Progress can be shown by greater accuracy or by 
completing more problems. Students are not expected to 
complete the whole test. 

❏ Instructions: Set a timer for two minutes. The student 
should complete as many problems as possible during 
two minutes. Please circle the last completed problem in 
pen. Students are not expected to complete the whole 
test. 

❏ Students should complete the rest of the review independently. 
HISTORY 

 
 

History 
Estimated Time:  10 minutes 
Materials needed:  pencil, eraser 
Recommended Resources: 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Students should complete the review independently. 

SCIENCE Estimated Time:  10 minutes 
Materials needed:  pencil, eraser 
Recommended Resources: 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Students should complete the review independently.  

LATIN 
 
 

Latin 
Estimated Time:  10 minutes  
Materials needed:  Your completed and corrected Monday-Thursday 
worksheets 
Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA= Parent assistance): 
❏ Complete the Latin Graded Review independently. (I) 

 







Friday, Graded Review 

First Name: ________________ Last Name: _______________ Class: _____ 
 
 

Graded Review for Week 7 of Distance Learning 
 
 
Spalding Graded Review 
Goal/Objective:  

● Students will review 21 Spalding words 
● Student will write each word correctly one time 

Materials needed:  
● Sharpened pencil 
● Friday Spalding Student Worksheet 

Specific Instructions (I=independent; PA=dependent): 
❏ Spalding work is PA. (There is an optional Friday Spalding Video which may 

allow students to complete Spalding independently.) 
❏ Dictate the 21 words (one at a time) to your child 
❏ For each word do the following: 

❏ Say the word 
❏ Say the word in a sentence 
❏ Say the word again 

❏ Your child will do the following: 
❏ Write the word 

❏ Together 
❏ Make the appropriate corrections before moving on to the next word 

❏ Remind students to: 
❏ Use their phonogram and spelling rules knowledge 
❏ Practice proper letter formation and to use their best handwriting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/da9f358e5ccb6700af1ac6cd22c2d2c9




Friday, Graded Review 

Literature Graded Review 
 

Chapter 12 

1.     True or False: The Pritchard boys became Billy’s best friends and they had fun 

adventures coon hunting together. 

 

Chapter 13 Part 1 

2.     Why doesn’t Billy want to kill the ghost coon? 

a.     The ghost coon started to cry 

b.     Billy felt badly as he thought about how long the ghost coon had lived there 

c.      There were plenty of other coons to hunt 

d.     All of the Above 

 

Chapter 13 Part 2 

3.     In complete, cursive sentences, describe how Billy pays his respects to Rubin. 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chapter 14 

4.     How does Billy feel about entering the championship coon hunt? 

a.     He feels like the happiest, luckiest boy in the world. 

b.     He is nervous that his dogs will not do well and does not want to go. 

c.     He does not like the idea and is upset with Grandpa for entering him in the 

hunt. 

d.     B & C 

 

 

5.     Write the titles you gave Chapters 12, 13, and 14 here: 

Chapter 12:     _________________________________________________________ 

Chapter 13:     _________________________________________________________ 

Chapter 14:     _________________________________________________________  

 
Grammar/Writing Graded Review 
Directions: Copy the lines of your final paragraph on “The Village Blacksmith” below. 
Please make sure to use your best handwriting. 
 
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 



Friday, Graded Review 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommended Break 
 
Math Graded Review 
 
Part 1: Rocket Math 
 
Complete your 2-minute rocket math test on advanced multiplication. The 2-minute test 
is on the next page. Set the timer for two minutes before it starts. Stop solving problems 
when the timer goes off. Circle the last problem that you answered within the time limit 
in pen. Count the number of problems solved and record below. 
 
Today, I solved ______ problems in 2 minutes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



10s, 11s, 12s Multiplication 

Two-Minute Test   1 Name

Answer as many problems as you can in 2 minutes.Answer as many problems as you can in 2 minutes.

© 2016 Rocket Math Permission granted to print from Rocket Math website. [May not be photocopied.]  
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Friday, Graded Review 

Part 2: Properties of Angles 
 

1. Which of the following are necessary parts of the definition of an angle? Please 
circle the two correct answers. 
 
A Two lines or rays 
B Angles are always located in a closed shape 
C A heavenly being 
D Connected by a point 

 
2. Which of the following are appropriate names for this angle? Please circle the 

two correct answers. 
 

 
A Angle MNO 

B Angle NOM 

C Angle OMN 

D Angle MON 

 
 

 
3. Please complete the following table of World Famous Angles. Please complete 

the drawings to the best of your ability. 
 

Angle Name Drawing 

270  angle°  
 
 
 

 

Right angle 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Straight angle 
 
 

 
 

 



Friday, Graded Review 

Full angle 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
4. Classify the following angles as acute, obtuse, or reflex angles. 

 
 
a) _______________________ b) ________________________ 

 
c) _______________________ d) ________________________ 

 
 

 



Friday, Graded Review 

5. Choose the best estimate for the size of ∠BOA. 
 

A about 100 °  
B about 120 °  
C about 135 °  
D about 150 °  
E about 170 °  

 
 
 

Describe the reasoning for your choice in complete sentences. 
 
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Please find the value of the unknown marked angles using either the number 

bond strategy or the inverse operation strategy. 
a)  Find the value of ∠x. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

b)  Find the value of ∠b. 
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c) Find the value of ∠x.  
 
 
∠x =  ______ 
 
∠y and the 105  are on a straight line. °  
What is the value of ∠y? Show your work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Therefore, ∠z = _________. 

 
 

 
Recommended Break 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Friday, Graded Review 

Science Graded Review 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Friday, Graded Review 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
History Graded Review 
 
Your “Rising Action Timeline” will be a helpful resource for this assessment. 
 

1. Name one event leading the to Civil War that added to the political tension 
between the Northern and Southern states: 

 
 
 
 

2. Name one event that added to the violence between the Northern and Southern 
states: 

 
 

3. To secede is... 
a. To win or achieve against a challenge 
b. To join a body or group larger than yourself 
c. To leave a body or group 
d. To end something totally and immediately 

 
 
 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZaXVKQiBqJZdxVnw_vrtIynaBeXM1QDL/view?usp=sharing


Friday, Graded Review 

4. What event caused Southern states to finally secede?  Why did this event cause 
some states to secede? 
 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 
Recommended Break 
 
Latin Graded Review 
Answer the following questions based on this week’s readings. 

1) Choose the best translation: 

tum pater tōtam rem nārrāvit. 

A. After dinner Quintus asked, 
B. “Father, why is Felix now a freedman? 
C. “Once he was your slave.” 
D. Then [his] father narrated the whole matter. 

2) Choose the best translation: 

Metella aberat, quod sorōrem vīsitābat. 

A. Metella was there, because her sister was visiting. 
B. Metella was away, because her sister was visiting. 
C. Metella was there, because she was visiting her sister. 
D. Metella was away, because she was visiting her sister. 

3) Choose the best translation: 

parvus īnfāns in cubiculō dormiēbat. 

A. The little baby was sleeping in the kitchen. 
B. The little baby was playing in the bedroom. 
C. The little baby was sleeping in the bedroom. 
D. The little baby was playing in the kitchen. 

 



Friday, Graded Review 

4) Choose the best translation: 

tacitē cubiculum intrāvit, ubi īnfāns erat. 

A. The thief silently looked around the atrium. 
B. Silently he entered the bedroom where the baby was. 
C. Felix heard nothing, because he was working intently. 
D. The thief was silently carrying the infant out from the house. 

5) Which of the following verbs are imperfect tense: nārrāvit , vīsitābat, dormiēbat , 
intrāvit ? 

A. nārrāvit  and intrāvit 
B. vīsitābat and dormiēbat 
C. none of the verbs 
D. all of the verbs 
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